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My name is John Black and Iâ€™m a monster. Iâ€™ve killed, and not just by accident. Iâ€™ve

started to wonder if my powers make me dangerous, or if itâ€™s the other way around. I donâ€™t

want to be a killer like Sol, be another bad guy, but I can feel myself turning.What choice do I

have?There are other monsters besides just me, some human, some not. Big things that came out

of the water, destroying everything in their path. Creatures from the bottom of the sea, or maybe

outer space â€” it doesnâ€™t matter, because theyâ€™re coming.What choice do I have but kill?
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The John Black sci-fi adventures continues in full force. The principal character narrates the story

with the innocence of a 15year old, the self-deprecation of humble adult and the humor of an

entertainer. John's internal conflicts are as intense and draining as physical battles with the

monsters . The action is non-stop and riveting. The book is a must for super-hero followers. I'm

looking forward to the next work by this talented author.JS



Great sequel to the first book. Ten out of ten would read again. #FreeKodak, R I P Harambe, Gucci

GUWOP

Amazing book, found a new author that is must read.

First off, I received an advanced copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. Now that that

is out of the way I want to say that this book was even more riveting than the first one. John's

powers develop further as does his understanding of them. This is an interesting mix of

superpowers and adolescence. It reminds me a lot of why I loved some of the early Spider-Man

stories as John has to juggle school and powers and responsibility. New enemies and a cliffhanger

of an ending. I don't want to spoil anything for anyone so that is as much as I will say. If you loved

the first book you will love this as much if not more. Keith is a great writer who can bring you right

into the story. If you have not read the first book you really should get to it before trying this one. I

am eagerly awaiting book 3.

This was a good book, I feel John Black got too bogged down in feelings for a monster that was

killing people since at that point it needed to be destroyed for the sake of humanity. I feel he was too

disconnected from the deaths of civilians and was a little too attached to the base feelings of the

monster. But this book did have a good twist at the end. I look forward to reading the third book. I

feel he has given up on learning things much too soon and is missing opportunities to grow as a

character. I enjoyed the read.

The first book was strike one, the sequel is strike two. These books remind me of the story of the

guy shoveling horse crap When asked why he was shoveling he said there must be a pony in there

if there is so much crap. The story is just good enough to keep you reading but the long internal

dialogues of the main character coupled with unwelcomed detail and torturous self conflict make

you want to pull your hair out. If you remove about half of the text, you might find a pony in there.

Both the original and this sequel need the help of a good editor to excise the horse crap

the book held my interest the entire time nice action and an nice take on an introspective main

character. One thing I love about the author's books are that there are always hints to whats really

going on, (he leaves me guessing every time) all through the book the payoff as always, was



amazing .

I received an advanced copy of this book in exchange for an honest review - I am so glad I got this

early - what a fun book! I really enjoyed the action: superpowers, teenage angst, grown-up

problems, and monsters. Who else but Keith Soares would combine such things? Great follow-up to

the first John Black book, and there's a surprise ending that will make you want the next book in

your lap immediately. Keep them coming, Keith!
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